Life-Like Motion of Oil Drops at the Air-Liquid Interface.
Generally, interactions of oil drops at the air-liquid interface mainly have two features, namely, attraction and repulsion. However, in our study, we find that the oil drops at the air-liquid interface have other interacting features, that is, the atomic-like motion and the "capture" motion. For the atomic-like motion, oil drops attract each other at a long distance, but repel when they are about to come into contact with each other. For the "capture" motion, a big oil drop can actively "capture" oil droplets like a zooplankton. In our research, we analyze interfacial forces among the oil drops. Based on the experiments and analyses, we demonstrate that the atomic-like motion of oil drops is mainly due to the lateral capillary force and the surface tension force, and the "capture" motion is mainly due to the unbalanced impact force of flow fluid around the drops. In addition, based on our results, we use the oil drops to perform many functions at the air-liquid interface. For example, the oil drops can drive an object with linear and rotational motion. When a carbon tetrachloride drop is suspended above the air-liquid interface, it can be used to control an oil droplet to pass through serpentine grooves and obstacles. In addition, the suspended carbon tetrachloride drops also can be used to rank multiple droplets with a special shape. Based on the results, our study makes it possible to use oil drops to transport materials, drive objects, and even collect droplets at the air-liquid interface.